Dear Newsmax Reader,

On Thursday, Jan. 28, I’m going to give 5,000 fortunate Americans an incredible (and 100% free) gift.

I want to make sure you are one of them.

I’ve secured 5,000 copies of a powerful book I recently finished reading.

The book is from a trio of authors who accurately predicted, in the beginning of 2006, the four financial bubbles that have since crippled our nation.

Now they’ve penned the follow-up. The revelations in their new book are nothing short of shocking.

**Dick Morris agrees that every American investor should read this book to secure their financial freedom.**

The authors foresee a very dangerous future for your wealth and our nation. The authors not only document the catastrophic threats but also and more importantly they offer actionable solutions you can take now to defend your money and multiply it many times over.

**This is an absolute must-read.**

And that’s why I am giving this book to 5,000 of you absolutely FREE

*(a $28 value).* This book is being printed by a major New York publisher and they cannot keep enough copies on the shelf!

At 7 a.m. (Eastern time) on Thursday, you can claim your copy of this book and reserve a spot to view an exclusive Internet broadcast I’m filming with Fox News analyst Dick Morris along with an esteemed panel of experts.

You can make sure you get your invitation to grab a copy of this book and the accompanying Internet broadcast by putting your name on the VIP Waiting List I’ve created.

**CLICK HERE to make sure you are one of the fortunate 5,000 to grab a free copy of this book!**

To Your Success,

Christopher Ruddy
CEO and Editor in Chief
Newsmax and Moneynews